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Preface
The project “The Power of Understanding” proposes an exchange of experience through
which to identify new methods of teaching and learning in a new form of extracurricular activities of pupils, in clubs. Six schools from Romania, Cyprus, Croatia, Lithuania, Portugal and
Spain chose as general objective to improve students‟ „competences and level of understanding of
literary and non- literary texts‟ in order to raise their success rate and avoid early school leaving.
About 30 teachers of different subjects and at least 300 pupils aged 11 to 15 years old are
involved in the project. Approximately 240 students have difficulties in understanding texts and
about 60 students with good learning outcomes are acting as mentors. In each partner school
there are 5 clubs with maximum 13 students on different domains, “The magic of the
word”(mother tongue, foreign languages), “Travelling in time and space”(History/Geography),
“Ecology club”, “The little journalist”, ”We are European citizens”(European culture and civilization). The clubs are working as extracurricular activities and their activities are based on interactive methods, formal or informal, such as storytelling, role play, theatre, comics, debates,
brainstorming, problem solving etc. The club “The little journalist” involves the mentors also in
its own activities but in the other clubs‟ activities as they are “the voice” of the pupils from all
clubs.
Between 27th and 31st January 2020 , the 1st short-term exchange of groups of pupils of
the ERASMUS+ Project was held at Şcoala Gimnazială “VasilePârvan” from Bârlad, Romania.
The title of the transnational activity was “The magic of the word”, the basic theme of activity
being “The importance of the fairy tales in the countries' culture”. At this transnational learning
activity 29 participants (teachers and students) from the 5 partner schools and the teachers and
the students involved in the project from the school “Vasile Parvan” Barlad, participated.
Culture is a word for the “way of life” of groups of people, referring to the way they do
things. Different groups may have different cultures. Culture is passed on to the next generations
by learning and it can be seen in people‟s writing , religion, music, traditions and customs,
clothes, cooking and in what and how they do things. Folk creations like stories, fairy tales, legends, ballads, songs are very old and they were a permanent source of inspiration for creators
and people in everyday life.
This brochure of good practices is one of the deliverables of our project. The brochure
“The magic of the word” contains the folk creations which are specific and representative for the
partner countries, they were presented during the first short-term exchange of groups of pupils of
the ERASMUS+ Project at Şcoala Gimnazială “Vasile Pârvan” from Bârlad, but also examples
of activities carried out during the transnational activity , which may be source of inspiration for
the teaching on different subjects or in extracurricular activities.
Project coordinator,
teacher, Mariana Munteanu– Dulgheru
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PART I
I.1. ROMANIA
THE IMPORTANCE OF FAIRY TALES IN OUR COUNTRY‘S CULTURE
A feature of Romanian culture is the special relationship between folklore and the learned
culture, determined by two factors.
First, the rural character of the Romanian communities resulted in an exceptionally vital
and creative traditional culture. Folk creations – stories, legends, ballads, songs - were the main
literary genre until the 18th century. They were both a source of inspiration for cultivated creators
and a life model.
Second, for a long time, learned culture was governed by official and social commands and
developed around courts of princes and boyars, as well as in monasteries. Romania‘s folk tales
remind us of a time out of mind when heroes brought order to chaos, when the dark forest still
withheld its secrets, and there were simple fables to answer the world‘s ultimate questions.
One of Romania‘s greatest writers and also a religions historian, Mircea Eliade, said that
the fairy tales are holding reminiscences of ancient times when the myths and the rituals were still
alive and were functioning with the purpose of integration of the human being in the Universe by
relating the man to the sacred. The fairy tales are preserving and presenting the characteristics of
the traditional Romanian way of thinking in representative samples.
One hero that never left the storybooks was Făt-Frumos (Handsome Son/Prince Charming),
the greatest figure in Romanian folklore. In the world of fairy tales, Făt-Frumos is the ideal young
man, a hero who performs good deeds, help creatures in distress and faces all odds in his adventures. The feminine character is Ileana Cosânzeana, the most beautiful girl in the land who loves
and helps Făt-Frumos. The magic world of fairy tales is also invaded by kings, emperors and their
three sons, the three emperor‘ s daughters, three witches or three old women, three trials for the
hero, three castles and that can go on. Three is a magic number in stories and the good ones always
fight against the bad ones. Nevertheless, there‘s always good that defeats bad.
Stories are still being passed down through the generations, but they are dissolving in
our fast-paced, modern age, where people don‘t have the time nor interest in listening
and letting their imaginations unfold. The world has moved on, but sometimes, when you hear the
wolves howl at night, or feel a cold wind brush your skin sending shivers down your neck, your
soul remembers ancient times with stories told by the stove during long winter nights.
In addition to stories, strong folk traditions have survived to this day due to the rural
8

character of the Romanian communities.
Romanians have had, from time immemorial, a myriad of customs, rituals, tales and poems
about love, faith, kings, princesses, and witches.
Ethnologists, poets, writers and historians have tried in recent centuries to collect and to
preserve tales, poems, ballads and have tried to describe as well as possible the customs and habits
related to different events and times of year. Customs related to certain times of year are the
―colinde‖- Romanian Christmas carols, ―sorcova‖ on New Year's Eve or the ―Mărţişor‖ custom
on the 1st of March celebrating the spring. Other customs are probably of pre-Christian pagan origin, like the ―Paparuda‖ - rain enchanting custom in the summer, or the masked folk theatre—
―Ursul‖(The Bear) and ―Capra‖(The Goat) in winter.
Romania's rich folk traditions have been nourished by many sources, some of which prior
to the Roman occupation. Traditional folk arts include wood carving, ceramics, weaving and embroidery of costumes, household decorations, dance, and richly varied folk music. Ethnographers
have tried to collect in the last two centuries as many elements as possible: the Museum of the
Romanian Peasant and the Romanian Academy are currently the main institutions which systematically organise the data and continue the research.
Perhaps the most successful collector of folk tales was the novelist and storyteller Ion
Creangă, who, in very picturesque language, shaped into the now-classic stories like ―Harap
Alb‖ (roughly, "The White Moor‖) or ―Fata babei şi fata moşului‖("The old woman's daughter and
the old man's daughter"). Also, the poet Vasile Alecsandri collected and published the most successful version of the ballad ―Mioriţa‖ (The Little Ewe), a sad, philosophical poem, centered on a
simple action: the plot by two shepherds to kill a third shepherd because they envied his wealth.
Another prolific editor of folk tales was Petre Ispirescu, who, in the 19th century, published an impressive number of volumes containing a large number of short novels and tales from popular mythology. They are centered on popular characters like the prince Făt-Frumos (the Romanian
"Prince Charming"), the princess Ileana Cosânzeana, the villain or monster Zmeu or Căpcăun, the
dragon Balaur or fantastic superbeings like the good Zână(fairy) and the evil Muma Pădurii(a kind
of ugly mean witch of the woods).
English teacher ,
Carmen Ifrim
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The Brave Prâslea (youngest son) and the Golden Apples
* popular Romanian fairy tale *
Once upon a time, there was an Emperor who had an apple tree in his garden, and this tree
had golden apples out of which the Emperor had never eaten as somebody came and stole them at
the time they were ripe.
Many brave young men tried to guard the apple
tree, among these being the Emperor‘s elder sons, but no
one could catch the thief. After many requests, Prâslea,
the Emperor‘s youngest son, is permitted to guard the
tree, too. He succeeds in hurting the thief and bringing his
father the golden apples he wanted so much.
The Emperor‘s three sons decide themselves to go
after the thief who had let a blood trace. They go together
up to a very deep precipice, where only Prâslea goes
down. Once arrived on the other realm, the youngest son
found out that a Dragon kept imprisoned an Emperor‘s
daughter.
He fought the Dragon, defeated it and saved
the girl who asked him to release her sisters, too,
who were in the power of other two Dragons
The brave young man goes to find the second girl
who lived in a silver castle with another dragon.
After a difficult fight, he also defeats the second
Dragon.
After

a
Then, the middle sister asks him to go and save
her youngest sister. He arrives at the third castle, which
was made of gold. The Emperor‘s youngest daughter
welcomes him gratefully. The fight with the third
Dragon is much more difficult, and the young man is
helped by a raven and the girl, so he succeeds in
winning the fight and kills the dragon. After he takes a
rest, the Emperor’s son Prâslea turns the palaces into three apples and he gives them to the elder
sisters but he keeps the last apple for himself.
He takes the girls to his brothers who lift them
up to their realm, but they let the rope loose when they
had to take Prâslea out as they wanted him dead. Prâslea
has no way to come back.
e
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He finds some little eaglets of a royal eagle,
which were about to be eaten by a Dragon. He kills the
Dragon and saves the babies.
To showing its gratitude,
the royal eagle brings him
back to our world.
In order to bring him back
to the people’s world, the
bird asks him meat and
bread in large quantities,
the way being very difficult.
When he gets back, Prâslea doesn‘t go to the palace, he gets a job at a jeweler‘s from his father‘s town.
He finds out that his brothers got married to the elder sisters and the youngest daughter was to marry soon though
she didn‘t want to. She had asked the man she was about
to marry to firstly bring her a distaff and then a golden
brood hen. Prâslea took all these priceless things out of
his golden apple that he had kept. The Emperor‘s daughter realizes that only the brave young man who saved her
out of the Dragon‘s claws can make such objects and orders that the artisan should come to the palace.
Arrived at the palace, the Emperor‘s youngest son is
recognized by his sweetheart, and the Emperor asks him to
tell what had happened. When he finds out how the elder
brothers behaved, he asks his youngest son to punish them.
Prâslea chooses
to shoot their
arrows into the
air. But the punishment comes from the God, as the arrows shot in the
air kill the guilty ones.

Prâslea gets married with the youngest
and most beautiful Emperor's daughter and, after
his father‘s death, he ascended to the throne.
Translated by:
Students: Cârjă Codruţa , Băncilă Denis,
Banu Sabina, Bădărău Crina, Lungu Clara,
Caloianu Denisa Elena
Coordinator, teacher Carmen Ifrim.
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― Role play is any speaking activity when you either put yourself into somebody else's
shoes, or when you stay in your own shoes but put yourself into an imaginary situation!‖
For the transnational activity, the Romanian students from the club ―The magic of the
word‖ have chosen to role play the very popular Romanian fairy tale, Prâslea the brave and the
golden apples. All participants, students and teachers, enjoyed the play.

Actors: 12 students
from
5th and 6th grades.

Coordinators:
Teacher
Carmen Ifrim
Librarian
Manuela Jidănaşu
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I.2. CROATIA
IVANA BRLIĆ-MAŽURANIĆ (1874– 1938)
CROATIANTALES OF LONG AGO (PRIĈE IZDAVNINE)
There are many folk tales in Croatia, but there is only one IVANA. She is Croatian
Andersen, the Brothers Grimm, Tolkien and J. K. Rowling. Her
Tales of Long Ago belong to Croatian tradition and cultural heritage,
although all the stories are her original work.
Croatian tales of Long Ago – about the collection by herself
―...these stories are in their essence as much as in their execution
purely and completely my original work.They are built around names
and characters taken from Slavic mythology and that is all and in itself external connection with folk mythology. Not a single scene, a
single plot, a single development, a single tendency in these stories
was found ready in our mythology.‖
Life and family background
 Born in 1874 in Ogulin, in a politically prominent family;
 Grandfather Ivan Mažuranić – known as Ban commoner, one of
the most important figures in the 19 century Croatia‘s political
life;
 Father Vladimir Mažuranić – a famous lawyer and politician just
like her future husband;
 Diary - Good Morning, World!
 Autobiography (written in 1916, published in 1930).
 She had seven children and they were the reason why she started to
write. "When my children were big enough to develop a desire to
read, I suddenly realised that I had found the point where my desire to write makes peace with
my understanding of my duties.
My children wanted to
read – what a joy for me to be
their guide... to open for them
the doors into the glorious world every child enters when it
starts reading for the first time... How could such work
disagree with my duties?!...
This peace was made naturally, of its own accord,
without me even knowing; one day I simply sat down to
write my first book..."
(Autobiography, 1916, pp. 183)
In the beginning she wrote short stories and poems (initially written in French) – ―brief and
amusing reading‖:
- 1913 – ―The Marvelous Adventures and Misadventures of Hlapić the Apprentice ―, also known
as ― The Brave Adventures of Lapitch ― (Ĉudnovate zgode šegrta Hlapića)
- In 1916 (when Ivana was 42) her Tales of Long Ago were published
- This collection is considered the best collection of fairy tales in Croatian literature
- In 1922, only six years later, Tales of Long Ago were translated in English
Tales of Long Ago
- The collection is a creation of an original fairy-tale world, based on Croatian oral literature and
the rich Slavic mythology.
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Croatian tales of Long Ago – about the collection
1st edition of Tales of Long Ago include 6 fairy tales (for 3rd ed. IBM adds 2 more). The
titles of 6 fairy tales in the 1st edition:
How Quest Sought the Truth
 Fisherman Plunk and His Wife
 Reygoch
 Bridesman Sun and Bride Bridekins
 Stribor's Forest
 Little Brother Primrose and Sister Lavender
The 3rd edition of the Tales contains two additional tales:
Toporko the Wanderer and the Nine Princes and Yagor.
Translations of Tales of Long Ago into foreign languages:


ENGLISH: Croatian Tales of Long Ago 1922, 1924. London – New York: George Allen & Unwin LTD. – Frederick A. Stokes Company. Translated by
Fanny S. Copeland; illustrations by Vladimir Kirin.



SPANISH: Cuentos de antano (Croatas) (1992). Santiago de Chile: Verinsa.



LITHUANIAN: Chorvaty sakmes (1975). Vilnius: Vaga.

The Tales are based on the common principles of:


fight between good and evil,



old age and wisdom against young foolishness,



man and female principle based on man‘s strength and woman‘s intuition.



nature is the symbol of eternal, divine force which opposes evil and dark forces.



sources of inspiration for the collection – Slavic mythology and Christian philosophy.

IBM was the first woman accepted as a Member of the HAZU (Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts(1937). She was twice nominated for the Nobel Prize in literature (1931and 1938).
Tales of Long Ago is most published and translated Croatian prose collection.

Presentation made by:
Students: Eva Getoš, Katarina Galinec, Hanna Kaladić, Ana Magličić
Coordinators: Ivana Hengl , Tatjana Mioković
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The work was made by the students from the club ―The magic of the word‖ from Croatian
school and shared to us by:
Students: Eva Getoš, Katarina Galinec, Hanna Kaladić, Ana Magličić
Coordinators: Ivana Hengl , Tatjana Mioković
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I.3. CYPRUS

FAIRY TALES IN THE CYPRUS‘ CULTURE
Cypriot and more further Greek nation and their culture dates back
thousands of years, expanding their influence and reach even in the modern age.
Throughout its history, the culture has given the world a diverse collection of folklore. Considered the birthplace of Western Civilization, Cyprus and Greece have
contributed tales of epic heroism and spellbinding magic with their Greek myths.
While historians doubt a storyteller known as Aesop actually lived, Aesop‘s
Fables have been popular stories with children and adults for centuries, their contents teaching valuable morals. Greek folklore also includes Fairy Tales of Modern
Greece, which share lively stories of fairies interacting with mortals. Even today,
you can see references to Greece‘s literature in film, television and books.
From the other hand, Cypriots has enriched or modified in some other cases
Greece's fairy tales. For example Cypriots had swapped Romans with Persian since
they had been the worst enemies of Cyprus. Since Cyprus has an ideal place on the
map many enemies tried to occupy the island. This fact had a crucial impact on the
place's fairy tales. Warriors and princess were the main characters who were trying
to save Cyprus from the enemies. Those fairy tales aimed to strengthen the local and
find the power to fight.
To conclude, Cyprus' fairy tales were influenced from the Greek civilization
but from the national situation as well.
Teacher, Marina Koliandri
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The legend of Digenis Akritas
Once upon a time Cyprus was a province of the Eastern Byzantine Empire. The
warriors who were protecting the island from
the Arab invasions were called ―Akrites‖. The
most famous and brave Akritas was VASILIOS
DIGENIS AKRITAS. Digenis‗s achievements
and reputation were spread in the whole world
and became legends and folk songs passed
through generations.
From the age of one, he was capable of
holding a sword. At 2, he could hold a spear,
and at 3 years old he could fight with an adult.
He fought with wild animals and the most dangerous enemies. However no one was capable of
beating him. He was so big that no house could
cover him. His only goal was to protect Cypriots
from Arabs.
Digenis felt in love with the princess of
Cyprus. However she was evil and she tried to
manipulate him. Once, during a drought period in
Paphos, the princess asked him to find a way to
bring water to the area. She promised him that if
he could do that she would marry him.

Digenis with his power and strength managed to
delve a river from Troodos Mountains straight to
Paphos. This river is now called Diarizos.
When Digenis went to find the princess she had already left with the Arabs. He started running to catch them, and while he was running
due to his large footsteps he created valleys such
as the valley of Kakopetria and the valley of Kiti.
The most astonishing thing was when he tried to
climb a mountain he used his hand to help him
and from his strength a mark of 5 fingers was
created. Therefore the mount was called
―pentadaxtlos‖ which means 5 fingers.
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By the time he had found the princess she
was already in the boat leaving Cyprus. He
was so angry he took a huge rock and threw it
at them. That rock is now a great landmark in
Paphosknown as ―petratouromiou‖ (Greek‘s
rock). All the Arabs were killed but the princess who stayed alive in order to help create
some more stories.
You might be wondering what happened
to the unbeatable Digenis Akritas.
The years passed and no-one dared to attack the
territories guarded by Digenis. When he was 33
years old he got seriously ill. No medicine could
make him well. So he called all his
friends and said: «Dear friends, all these years we
lived in the world were unforgettable. However
now Death called me to go with him.» Digenis then decided to face Death and fight with
him. They were fighting for three days. The winner out of this courageous battle was
Death. Therefore the only one who managed to beat him Death.
The work was made by the students from the club ―The magic of the word‖ from Cyprus‘
school and shared to us by:
Students: Antrea Panagiotou, Dafni Kapela, Maria Prokopiou and Fivi Christofidou
Coordinators: Marina Koliandri and Maria Georgiou
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I.4. LITHUANIA
The importance of the fairy tales in Lithuania‗s culture
The definition of a fairy tale is... a story, often intended
for children, that features are fanciful and wondrous characters
such as elves, goblins, wizards, and even, but not necessarily,
fairies.








About fairy tales:
tales
The main characterictic features are: wonders, turns,
fabulous stuff, fabulous characters, glamor of action, time
and place;
The characters are divided into the positive and negative;
There are many personifications and magical numbers;
A fairy tale is a mean of lithuanian folklore spreading;
The main parts of fairy tales are magical;
There are many fairy tales about animals.
Lithuanian fairy tale

Fables (pasakėčios)
Fables are often short , usually rhymed, didactic.


,,Žmogus ir liūtas‗‗


Kartą keliavo žmogus ir liūtas. Ir vienas, ir kitas pūtėsi ir gyrėsi. Pagaliau prie kelio
jie išvydo statulą, kur buvo pavaizduotas vyras, smaugiąs liūtą. Žmogus, parodęs ją liūtui,
tarė: – Matai, mes galingesni už jus. Į tai liūtas nusišypsojęs atsakė: – Jei tik liūtai mokėtų kalti
statulas, daug žmonių matytum liūtų naguose.

―A human and a lion‖
Once upon a time a human and a lion were travelling. They were bragging to each other.
Finally, next to the road they saw a statue of a man chocking a lion. The human showed the statue
and told the lion: ―-Look, we are stronger than you.‖ When the lion heard this and looked at the
human with a smile and said: ―-If lions could carve statues, a lot of people would be in our nails.‖
The lithuanian saga (sakmė)
A small-scale fictional narrative of narrative
folklore that explains the origins of world and natural
phenomena, depicting human encounters with mythical
creatures. The narratives of the tales are concise, the
fable equals the storyline. In fiction, the saying is quite
a rare genre.


Types of saga:


Mythological



Etiological



Historical

The content of sagas:


Many ancient folklore sayings are contained in the Bible;
23



The roots reveal the way our ancestors think. Tales irritate the imagination, arouse interest in
extraordinary events, attract a dynamic fable, live images of adults and children;
Tales differ from fairy tales in that they are based on an event, an accident, while fairy tales
are based on man and his destiny. However, there are works that combine the qualities of fairy
tales and tales. Often the fable of such works is advanced.



Lithuanian legends (padavimai)



A legend is a historical narrative, a work depicting the emergence of certain specific historical or geographical objects, the origin of their names and so on. It
is a genre of narrative folklore whose artistic images
explain the origin of natural and historical monuments.
Historical-themed stories link a certain area to important historical events. A peculiar thematic group among
the stories is the explanation of how the names of the
village, town, and other important places appeared.
Lithuanian stories tell about the terrain affected by giants, the greatness and power of human ancestors, footsteps and devil-bearing stones, fossilized humans and living stones, traveling lakes, mounds filled
with people, sunken mansions and churches, drowning in the mountains, the appearance of places
and their names. There are stories about the origins of specific monuments, which tell of recent
events that may recur in the future, unsuccessful attempts to liberate vicious people, and penalties
for misconduct.
The filings indicate how the locations are originated. For example about: Lithuania, Lakes,
Cities ( Vilnius, Kaunas, etc. ), Hills, Rocks, Dukes, Mounds.

THE LEGEND ABOUT VILNIUS
Gediminas was the Grand duke of Lithuania about seven hundred years ago. He lived in
this castle in Trakai. Trakai was the capital of Lithuania then.
One day Gediminas hunted in the forest. He saw a very big aurochs. The aurochs looked at
Gediminas and ran away fast. Gediminas followed it. They crossed the green hills and blue rivers.
Duke horse was fast, the aurochs was faster but duke spear was the faster. The aurochs fell down
under a huge green oak.
Evening was near and it was too late to go back to Trakai. Gediminas decided to sleep in
the forest near a big hill. At midnight he had a strange dream. On the hill he saw an iron wolf and
heard its loud howling.
Gediminas went to the wise man Lizdeika and told about the strange dream. Lizdeika said,
―Oh, Grand duke Gediminas, you have to build a castle on the hill. It will be strong and famous.
But you have to give our gods the life of a young man or a girl first!‖
After three days a young man said, ―Oh, Grand duke Gediminas, you have to build a castle on the
hill. It will be strong and famous. But you have to give our gods the life of a young man or a girl
first. ―
Lizdeika answered, ―Honey is the sweetest, a feather is the lightest and
Gedimina‘s sword is the hardest. ―
―No‖, said the young man, ―A mother‘s milk is the sweetest, a mother‘s baby is the lightest and
my mother‘s heart is the hardest. ―
Gediminas liked the young man‘s answer and said, ―The gods don‘t want your life, go home. ―
After three days a young girl with beautiful flowers came to duke and Lizdeika. She was
the most beautiful girl in the country. The girl said, ―I know the gods want a life.
24

I can give my life, because I want this castle to
be strong and famous. My country is more important
and famous. My country is more important than my
life. ―
Gediminas liked the nice girl and her words but
Lizdeika said, ―The gods will take your young life. ―
People were very sad. They liked the girl but they
wanted to have a strong and famous castle. They
closed their eyes and pushed the first stone of the castle onto the brave girl. There was a dark cloud of dust.
Suddenly Gediminas shouted, ―The gods didn‘t take
the girls life. They took her flowers. ―
Gediminas started to build a castle where the
stone fell on the flowers. The castle was the strongest
and the most famous in the country. People built a city
around the castle. Gediminas made this city the capital
of Lithuania and called it Vilnius.

The man and the fox
Once , when a man was plowing his fields at the edge of the forest, a bear said from the
bushes and growled: I‘ll eat your oxen!
Then a fox came running up to the man saying: ―What will you give me if I save your oxen?‖


“I’ll bring a sack full of chickens,” the man promised.

After the fox had agreed to these terms he ran off into the woods. A moment later he
came out of the woods from another direction and when running up to the man and said: ―Man,
man have you seen any bear hear, deer, wolves, and boars? The Lord makes up a bustle in the
forest.‖


“No,” the man replied.



“Eh, what is there in the bush?” The fox asked.



“It’s a stump,” replied the man.



“The stump should be chopped with your ax,” the fox told the man as he ran off into the
forest once more.



Now the bear called: ―Man cut my head off with an ax!‖



“You see, I’ve saved your ox from death just as I promised. Now keep your end of the bargain
and bring me a bag full of chickens tomorrow,‖ the fox told the farmer.

The next morning the farmer brought a bag with two dogs hidden away inside of it instead
of chickens. When she saw the bag the fox got excited thinking that it was filled with chickens as
the man had promised.


“Let the chickens out so I can chase them!” the fox pleaded with her mouth drooling.

So the man shook the dogs out of the bag who immediately began to chase the fox. Just as
the fox started to dart down her hole the dogs grabbed hold of her tail and pulled her up out of the
hole and tore her to pieces.
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The work were made by the students from the club ―The magic of the word‖ from Lithuanian school and shared to us by:
Students: Mintare Jankauskaite, Ramin Dadashov, Rugile Tamasauskaite, Erikas Baranovas
Coordinators: Dalia Tarosaite, Justina Surviliene
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I.5. SPAIN
FAIRY TALES IN THE SPANISH CULTURE
Once upon a time there were stories set in the distant past which allowed children and
adults alike to escape to a world full of imagination and values. These stories, known as fairy tales
are a type of narrative, which has always existed in every culture in different ways, probably for
thousands of years. Such tales usually follow a hero or heroine who overcome some sort of obstacle. That has also happened in the Spanish cultural tradition, rich in tales, myths, legends, proverbs
and fables.
The origins of fairy tales can be found in the oral tradition of folktales. Since they were
transmitted orally, the same tale could be found in different cultures. It is well known that many
pre-Christian beliefs and practices survive some fifteen hundred years after the Christianization of
the Iberian Peninsula. Pagan beliefs and practices continued to coexist with Christianity throughout the Middle Ages, leaving their traces in myths and legends. Both Arabian and Jewish stories
spred the Peninsula and reached the lands around the Mediterranean Sea. Medieval Spanish ballads (romances) contain “supernatural” or “magical” features as well. Fairy tales and folklore
from Spain were also brought back to Spain by sailors and travellers in the heyday of their great
navy.
Spaniards have loved this ―form of traditional literature‖ which provide a unique window
into the human condition. Children in Spain have grown up with characters such as witches, fairies, ghosts or giants, and have enjoyed the unique atmosphere provided by cottages and castles,
monsters and princesses, magic mountains and bottomless wells. As kids we learnt through fairy
tales that virtues (generosity, love, kindness and truth) prevail, while greed, hate, wickedness, and
evil will eventually be punished. When listening or reading tales, we wanted to be the hero/
heroine. We despised the villain who brought power and destruction. We didn´t feel alone with the
character of a ‗friend‘ either human or animal, who helped the hero.
Nowadays fairy tales are still popular in the Spanish culture and continue to be reproduced
over and over in different ways. They have appeared in the form of books, but also in films or television series. These stories are valid today in every culture more than ever. We still need the social
justice against a current world where hypocrisy, corruption and competition exist.
It´s still mythology what humans everywhere really appreciate. And why not, the eternal
bliss every fairy tale ends with.
Definitely fairy tales will live happily ever after!!!
Teacher, Ana Isabel Ferreras Valladares
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THE LEGEND OF THE MOLE AND THE CATHEDRAL
Chinese Shadow Puppets
Medieval Music starts
Saint James Way passes
through León, out town in Spain. This
is the reason why León has a lot of pilgrims. Also, the Cathedral of León is
breathtaking for tourist all around the
world.
In our story we have four main
characters: The worker, the bishop, the
mole and obviously the Cathedral.
Once upon a time, in the Middle Ages
an event took place during the construction of the Cathedral of León.
BISHOP: Oh my god! This is so wonderful it‘s going
to be the most beautiful Cathedral in the world!
WORKER: It‘s very impressive, but we have to work
hard!!
(During the night)
(The mole appears)
The evil mole was getting closer to the Cathedral, and
started digging the Cathedral foundations.
The cathedral collapsed.
The next day…
WORKER: Oh my dear! What has happened here?
The bishop is going to know about it!
(Suddenly the bishop shows up)
BISHOP: What´s going on? The house of god!!!
WORKER: Someone entered last night
(The mole appears)
WORKER: Look!! The guilty
mole! I´m going to kill him!!!!
(The cathedral is rebuilt again).
THE LEGEND SAYS THAT
NOWADAYS THE MOLE´S SKIN
IS ON THE WALLS OF THE CATHEDRAL.
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The work was made by the students from the club ―The magic of the word‖ from Spanish‘
school and shared to us by:
Students: Daniel Martin González, Diana Medina Muñoz, Lucía Rodríguez Fernández,
Ingrid Villacorta dos Reis
Coordinators: Ana Isabel Ferreras Valladares, Maria Jesús Mateos Flecha
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I.6. PORTUGAL
Portuguese Folk Tales and legends
Our traditional culture has, in every corner of the country, a
legend or a mysterious and fascinating tale. Each region, village or
place has a story that mixes the real and the imaginary and that
delights the youngest. If it is so good to visit unforgettable places in
our country, imagine if we know the legends and stories full of
mystery and adventures.
All kids love to hear a story. Reading them a tale stimulates
the imagination and makes them travel to other places and other
times. It's a way to arouse the curiosity and stimulate creativity.
Telling them a traditional story is a way to help them know our
culture and discover the various regions of the country. A moment of
sharing and fun. A moment that stays forever!
Portuguese folk tales consist of simple stories that reveal the
basic cultural values, beliefs and customs of the people. Folk tales are varied in their presentation,
can appear as fairy tales, moral stories, fables and legends and were of oral tradition.
Folk tales are an important historical record and can show the social, political and religious
changes in the Portuguese society. A large part of these stories was initially told by the educated
and later adopted and adapted by the folk. Portuguese storytelling is an art and sometimes the way
it is told is more important than the subject of the story.
There are several stories, myths and legends along the country, according to the traditions
and historical happenings of each region. Their origins are not clearly determined and they have
passed on from person-to-person with an important meaning or symbolism for the Portuguese
culture. They usually include some true facts, places or characters but with mythical or invented
qualities. Sometimes, they have a deep symbolic meaning or include spiritual beliefs of the culture
in which they originate and are used to explain facts which are unclear. The great power of these
stories is a major reason why they survive for so long, sometimes even hundreds thousands of
years.

THE LEGEND OF INÊS DE CASTRO AND DOM PEDRO
Much like the story of Romeo and Juliet, Inês de Castro and Dom Pedro were fated to die
for their love, except that their love story wasn‘t fictional. The romance between D. Pedro I, future
king of Portugal, and the handmaiden Inês de Castro
made a big impact in the history and culture of Portugal.
This forbidden love in the midst of fights for power
ended in Inês‘ death, and the beginning of her legend as
the Dead Queen. This well-known tale is passed down
through generations as a representation of prevailing
love.The immortal love story of Pedro and Inês has
inspired Portuguese authors to write beautiful literature,
like Luís Vaz de Camões in Os Lusíadas.
Pedro had an unhappy arranged marriage with D.
Constança Manuel, a young noblewoman from the royal family of Castela. He soon fell in love
with one of her handmaidens, Inês de Castro, and their relationship was never truly hidden or
accepted by the court or the people. Although he was married, Pedro had frequent romantic
encounters with Inês in the gardens of Quinta das Lágrimas. When Constança died in 1345 giving
birth to the future king D. Fernando I, Pedro and Inês started living together as husband and wife,
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which deeply offended the court, the people, and his father D. Afonso IV, who always opposed the
relationship. Despite the strong opposition and lack of support, Pedro e Inês lived happily with
their children for years in Paços de Santa Clara, Coimbra. The birth of their four children,
however, worsened the situation because D. Afonso IV had always felt like one of his own
father‘s bastard children would put his succession at risk.Rumours of Pedro and Inês wanting to
assassinate the young prince D. Fernando I began to spread, and with the court‘s constant pressure
on D. Afonso IV, he ordered Inês to be assassinated in January of 1355. She was killed in Quinta
das Lágrimas, and it is said that her tears sprouted what is now called the Fonte das Lágrimas,
where you can still see her blood stained on the rocks.
Pedro never forgave his father for killing the love of his life, and when he was crowned
king in 1357 he arrested and killed Inês‘ assassins and ripped out their hearts. This earned him the
epithet of Pedro, the Cruel.Pedro swore he married Inês in secret, and he imposed her recognition
as queen of Portugal. According to legend, Pedro placed Inês‘ body on the throne with a crown on
her head, and had the nobles kiss the hand of her corpse.In April of 1360 he ordered her body to
be moved from Coimbra to the Mosteiro Real de Alcobaça, where he ordered two magnificent
tombs to be built so he could rest forever side by side with his eternal love.It is said that if you
visit the Quinta Das Lagrimas in Coimbra, that you can still hear Inês‘ cries and Pedro‘s pleas for
his love to return.
THE LEGEND OF THE ROOSTER OF BARCELOS
The ―Galo de Barcelos‖ (Rooster of Barcelos)
is one of the most recognized symbols of Portugal. It
is represented by a ceramic rooster and it is
represented in various objects such as t-shirts, keychains, tablecloths, etc. The Rooster of Barcelos is
difficult to miss wherever it appears because of its
lively colours which seem to show the love of life
displayed by the Portuguese people. It symbolizes
honesty, integrity, trust and honor.This colourful and
bold rooster can be found in many Portuguese homes.
There is a legend associated to this icon.
So, as the legend says, the inhabitants of Barcelos, a small town in the north of Portugal,
were quite alarmed with a crime, and this all the more because they could not discover the criminal. One day, a pilgrim on his way to Santiago de Compostela became suspect at once.The
authorities decided to seize him and in spite of all his oaths of innocence nobody believed him.
Nobody thought it credible that the man was on his way to worship a well-known saint in Galicia,
Spain. Finally he was condemned to death by hanging. As a last request before his execution, he
asked to be brought once more into the presence of the judge who had condemned him. The
request was granted and they lead him to the residence of the magistrate, who was just banqueting
with some friends. The convicted man declared again his innocence and in the presence of the
guests, he pointed to a roasted rooster on the table exclaiming: ―My innocence is as certain as the
roasted rooster will crow three times, if I should be hung.‖
Everybody laughed at him, but nobody dared to touch the rooster. However what seemed
impossible, became reality. When the man was to be hung, in that very moment the roasted rooster
stood up on the table and began crowing. Nobody doubted any more the innocence of the
condemned man. They hurried to the gibbet and saw the poor man with the rope around his neck.
But a free knot had avoided his suffocation. Immediately set free the man went away in peace.
Some years later, he returned again to Barcelos and built a monument in praise of St. Tiago
and the Holy Virgin.To this day, the colourful and bright rooster of Barcelos is a popular national
symbol that is said to bring luck and honesty to all who have one. However, according to tradition,
the tail of the rooster must face one of the doors to the entrance to your house for this to be true.
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Legend of the Almond Tree Blossom
Legend has it that almond trees appeared in Portugal at the time of the Moors, brought by a
young king who it seems planted them to please his princess, of Nordic origin, who missed the
snow from the land where she was born. As the scenery created by the almond trees in blossom is
similar to a white blanket of snow, this was the way the king found to help his beloved remember
her homeland.
A very long time ago when the kingdom of the Algarve was ruled by the Moors, an Arab
Prince fell madly in love with a Princess that came
from the wintry lands of Northern Europe. The Prince
married the young Princess and they went to live in the
sun-kissed lands of the Algarve.The smile of the
beautiful Princess caused great wonder among the folks
of that southern kingdom, they admired her fair skin
and her golden hair. They admired the softness of her
voice and the colour of her eyes.The princess herself
was very content to be in the warm lands of the south.
Every morning, the Princess enjoyed tranquil walks
along the sleepy villages and sunny paths. She was
awestruck by the whitewashed houses with doors and
windows trimmed in hues of blue. She cherished the juicy oranges and the scarlet pomegranates.
She enjoyed the sweetness of the strawberry tree, the aroma of the figs, and the cool shade of the
carob trees. She treasured the cry of the hawk, the nightingales and larks. She seemed happy in
that hot and distant realm.In spite of living far away from her cold land, the fair Princess was truly
in love with the dark-skinned Prince that smelled of sweet fruits and spices. However, despite the
true love she felt for the prince, when Winter came she pined away because she longed for the
white soft fields of her native land, covered in ice and snow. She missed the whiteness and the
mantles of snow of the northern distant lands. Tears ran down her fair face and she was sad.
One day, having found the delicate Princess in tears, the Prince inquired about the reason
for such sorrow and grief. She confessed that she missed the white snow-covered fields of her far
away kingdom.Determined to bring joy to the heart of his Princess, the Prince assembled all his
men and ordered them to plant fields of almond trees as far as the eye can see, so that when they
were in full bloom, they would give the Princess the illusion of snow. The almond blossom would
warm her heart and she would be cured of her longing.
Spring soon came and one morning when the Princess approached the window of her
palace, she could not believe her eyes! The almond trees were covered in bloom and the fields
were white like snow shining in the sun. Again tears ran down her fair face, however, these were
tears of joy.
And so year after year, the Moorish King and the Northern Princess eagerly waited for the
wonderful miracle of almond tree blossom and
…finally, they lived happily ever after.
So tells the legend of the almond tree
blossom Algarve, a symbol of the Algarve,
Portugal. Ever since the Algarvian countryside
puts on its most precious white and soft-pink
coat by the Almond Trees Algarve in February.
Caressing the eye with its stunning beauty,
announcing spring and promising a feast of
almonds that will later be displayed at local
markets and processed into the most delicious
traditional sweets and liqueurs of the Algarve.
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Baby Jesus of the Cartolinha (popular tale)
One of the most well known legend in Portugal says that the city of
Miranda do Douro was surrounded by the Spanish troops. They were about to take
the city, famous for its strategic importance. Suddenly a boy started screaming,
inciting the people to fight harder.
The population was about to surrender because
they could not resist much longer (the siege lasted several months). Hunger and thirst were the main enemies. By miracle their strength was reborn and after a
hard battle, the invaders were expelled.

The city square has been saved!
The people searched and
searched for the prodigy boy… They
wanted to honor him, but they couldn‘t
find him.
As he appeared, he disappeared!
―It was a miracle of Jesus, the baby Jesus of Cartolinha‖ (top hat)- said the
people.

The work was made by the students from the club ―The magic of the word‖ from Portugal‘
school and shared to us by:
Students: Afonso Santos, Diogo de Jesus, João Sousa
Coordinators: Maria Filomena Grazina, Pedro Fragoso da Silva
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PART II
Activities carried out during the 1stShort-term exchange of groups of pupils
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II.1. First workshop—Let‘s know each other!
CROATIA

LITHUANIA
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LITHUANIA

PORTUGAL
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SPAIN
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II.2. Welcome meeting at ―Vasile Parvan‖ School

The guests were greeted with
the traditional bread and salt.
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II.3. 2nd workshop: Let‘s play together!
(Games for students from those 6 partner schools to know each other)
Animators/entertainers greet, introduce themselves and announce the purpose of the meeting and the necessity of establishing rules for the activity. The rules are announced and they are
written on the flipchart so that participants could see them throughout the activity.
1.―I‘VE GOT A LITTLE HOUSE‖.
The ice-breaking activity is announced – a musical game - ―I‘ve got a little house‖. The game is
explained, all the pupils have to sing the song, first in a slow rhythm/beat, then faster and faster.
―I‘ve got a little house,
Like this, like that,
And smoke is going up,
Like this, like that,
I‘m knocking on the door,
Like this, like that,
And polishing my shoes,
Like this, like that.‖
Pupils have to sing it and make gestures at
the same time, imitating the animator.
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2. FIRST NAME-GESTURE-SOUND
Participants stay in a circle. Each student steps forward, says his/her first name and makes
a gesture, a movement/mimes an action that best fits his/her personality. The gesture/mimic is accompanied by a characteristic sound (for example: plays an instrument, sleeps, plays computer
games, rides a bike, paints etc). Everybody in the group repeats the gesture and the sound.

3.THE CANDY
Each student gets a candy with different flavours.
They have to say a word beginning with the first letter of
the candy flavour, which has to be a personal trait/feature/
characteristic.
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4. COMPLIMENTS
The participants are told that making compliments to people is a joy and the people who
receive them are very pleased, too. They are in the position of making some compliments. They
pick some pieces of paper with numbers. The two ones who have the same number have to make
compliments to each other. At the end they get applause. Everybody, put your hands together!

5.THE FLOWER
Each student gets a paper ―Flower‖ and writes his/her first name on it.
They have to write the answers to these questions in each petal:
What do you find attractive/appealing about the project?
Write a hobby you have
How are you feeling right now?
Write the names of the children you have met
A wish/a thought for your colleagues in the project
When they have finished, some children are picked out to read their answers. Then the papers are
stuck on the board, making a flower field.
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6.THE BOWS PATH/ALLEY
The group divides into two rows facing each
other leaving a path/an alley in the middle.
Each student will walk along the path, between the rows, trying to make an original
bow. The others will cheer them up and applaud them.

Animators: the students from the club
―We are European citizens‖
Coordinator: teacher Ina Stan
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II.4. Third workshop ―The importance of the fairy tales in the countries'

Travelling in Time and Space Club

Folk dance group ‗Muguraşul‘
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II.5. Fourth workshop: Selection of the project logo

Croatia

Cyprus

Portugal

Lithuania
Spain
Romania

All the logo proposals
were interesting and
expressive so it was a
difficult decision for
the partners.

The winning LOGO–
the logo proposed by
the students from
Romania
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II.5. Attending lesson (for students)
The European Union and I
Our lesson has a theme that I consider to be common to all, regardless of country, because we are all citizens of the European Union. That is why everyone has a lot of knowledge
about the European Union, which now it will only be refreshed. I think there will probably be a
few new things or information for you, too.
You will open the European Union lesson folder and read, one at a time, one slide and
you will solve each one separately, the tests included in the lesson.
If we have time, at the end, you will solve the test in its entirety and thus we will see who
was more careful and proved more knowledge on this topic.
I think the use of English will be a small handicap for all of us, but I hope you will like
the way of carrying out the activity proposed by me.
1. Have you heard of Franz Kafka, the famous writer? In which European capital was he
born?
(+)Prague;
( )Bratislava;
( )Vienna
2. Which states that joined in 2004 were not states with a centralized socialist economy:
[ ]Czech Republic;
[+]Cyprus;
[ ]Estonia;
[ ]Latvia;
[ ]Lithuania
[+]Malta;
[ ]Poland;
[ ]Slovenia;
[ ]Hungary
3. The European Council represents:
(+)the interests of the Member States;
( )the interests of national parliaments;
( )citizens of the Member States;
( )the general interest of the European Community
4. The European Parliament represents:
( )the interests of the Member States;
( )the interests of national parliaments;
(+)citizens of the Member States;
( )the general interest of the European Community
5. The European Commission represents:
( )the interests of the Member States;
( )the governments of the Member States‘
(+)Community interests;
( )the interests of the citizens of the Member States
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6. What does Schengen mean?
( )an agreement on the free movement of services,
(+)a convention on the gradual abolition of the common borders and on the introduction of free
movement of persons for nationals of the signatory countries, all other EU and third-country
members;
( )a convention on the free movement of EU citizens
7. What statement was made on 9 May 1950?
( ) Declaration of Human and Citizen Rights ;
(+) Statement by Robert Schuman;
( ) Universal Declaration of Human Rights
8. Please tick the non-EU countries
[ ]France;
[+]Switzerland;
[ ]Spain;
[ ]Romania;
[ ]Greece;
[ ]Denmark;
[ ]Finland;
[+]Russia.
9. Romania has become a member of the EU in the
year:
( )2005;
(+)2007;
( )1989.
10. The enlargement of 1981 has been included in the
EU:
(+)Greece;
( )Greece, Spain and Portugal;
( )Spain and Portugal
11. The enlargement of 1986 has been included in the
EU:
( )Greece;
( )Greece, Spain and Portugal;
( + )Spain and Portugal
12. The founding countries of the EU were:
[+]Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg
[+]France, FRG (Federal Republic of Germany), Italy
[ ]United Kingdom, Russia, France
[ ]Hungary, Switzerland, Romania
13. The number of seats in the European Parliament of a
Member State is:
(+)Depending on population
( )Depending on the year of accession
( )Depending on performance indicators
14. What are the Alps and the Pyrenees?
( )Rivers
(+)Mountains
( )Sea
15. The name of the ―101 Dalmatians‖ comes from the Dalmatian Coast. Where is this?
(+)
Croatia
( )
Portugal
( )
Sweden
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16. Which of these countries did not adopt the Euro yet?
(+)
Romania
( )
Italy
( )
Greece
17. The Canary Islands off the coast of Morocco are part of
the territory of the EU: whose countries do they belong to?
( )
France
( )
Great Britain
(+)
Spain
18. Which is the smallest country in the EU as a surface?
( )
Cyprus
( )
Luxembourg
(+)
Malta
19. Which is the most populated country in the EU?
( )
Italy
(+)
Germany
( )
Sweden
20. In different countries, EU members use the same
money. What is the name of this coin?
( )
Dollar
(+)
Euro
( )
Lira
21. What War did it mean the necessity to create the EU?
( )
World War I (1914-1918)
(+)
World War II (1939-1945)
( )
The Crimean War (1853-1856)
22. When was the European Union created?
( )
1948
(+)
1951
( )
1955
23. How many countries were initially in the EU?
( )
4
(+)
6
( )
5
24. Musacoa is a specific kind of food for the country
( )
Spain
(+)
Greece
( )
Finlanda
25. In which European capital is there the Acropolis?
( )
Rome
(+)
Athens
( )
London
26. "Mona Lisa", one of the most famous paintings around the world, is the artwork of the
Italian genius Leonardo da Vinci: in which European museum is it exposed?
( )
The Prado Museum, Madrid
( )
Gallery Uffizi, Florence
(+)
The Louvre Museum, Paris
27. In which European country was the painter Vincent van Gogh born?
( )
Belgium
( )
Denmark
(+)
Netherlands
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28. Malta and Luxembourg are the smallest EU countries. Which is the third one?
(+)
Cyprus
( )
Belgium
( )
Switzerland
29. Which European capital is crossed by the longest river in the EU, the Danube?
( )
Sofia
( )
Madrid
(+)
Budapest
30. Which is the most northern EU Member State?
( )
Sweden
(+)
Finland
( )
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
31. Which EU Member State has the shape of a boot?
( )
Spain
(+)
Italy
( )
Sweden
32. Europe was the name of a beautiful girl kidnapped by the Greek god Zeus, who turned
her into ...
(+)
Taurus
( )
Swan
( )
Ostrich
33. The highest bridge in Europe and among the highest in the
world is Millau Viaduct, 343 meters high, located in:
( )
Spain
(+)
France
( )
Liechtenstein
34. The EU is one of the world's leading grain producers: the country with the largest production is:
( )
Germany
(+)
France
( )
Romania
35. One of the most popular drinks in Europe is milk: the country with the largest production is:
(+)
Germany
( )
Czech Republic
( )
Netherlands
36. In what country is Schengen, the city giving the name of the Free Movement Agreement
in Europe?
( )
Hungary
( )
Germany
(+)
Luxembourg
37. Why are there 12 stars on the European flag?
( )
Europe, the goddess of Greek mythology, had 12 sons
( )
Represents the 12 Member States
(+)
It is a number that represents perfection and completeness
38. Which are the Baltic States?
(+)
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
( )
Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro
( )
Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg
39. If you are taking the train from Brussels, what are you going through to get to London?
( )
Bering Strait
(+)
The English Channel
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( )
The Messina Strait
40. In what country did Anne Frank write her journal during
the Second World War?
( )
Germany
(+)
Netherlands
( )
France
41. Feta cheese is a famous product of …
( )
Italy
(+)
Greece
( )
Germany
42. From which country comes the famous composer and pianist Frédéric Chopin?
( )
France
(+)
Poland
( )
Finland
43. What is the capital of Cyprus?
( )
Rotterdam
(+)
Nicosia
( )
Athens
44. On which seaside is Bulgaria located?
( )
Red Sea
(+)
Black Sea
( )
North Sea
45. The Danube River springs from ...
(+)
the Black Forest Mountains
( )
the Southern Alps
( )
the Carpathian Mountains
46. Which country is not a member of the European Union
yet?
( )
Cyprus
(+)
Turkey
( )
Croatia
47. What type of literary creation is specific to the Romanians?
( )
fairy tale
(+)
doina
( )
historical legend
48. Where does the legend of the famous Loch Ness monster come from?
( )
Italy
( )
Cyprus
(+)
Scotland
49. In which region are the reindeer found?
( )
In the cities of Central Europe
(+)
In the cold, snowy countries of the north
( )
In the Mediterranean areas
50. In which EU country are many windmills?
( )
Germany
(+)
Netherlands
( )
Ireland
51. Fado is an old traditional music from:
( )
Spain
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( )
Slovakia
(+)
Portugal
52. Where would you expect to find a sauna near the lake?
(+)
Finland
( )
Romania
( )
Hungary
53. What does Tallinn, the name of the capital of Estonia, mean?
( )
Russian city
(+)
Danish city
( )
Beautiful city
54. In what year was the current EU flag officially
adopted?
( )
1991
(+)
1986
( )
1918
55. In which country are most lakes located?
(+)
Lithuania
( )
Latvia
( )
Netherlands
56. The country that has the constitutional parliamentary monarchy as the form of government , is:
(+)
Sweden
( )
Hungary
( )
Slovakia

Coordinator, teacher Aurelia Melania Juverdeanu and the students from the club
―Traveling in time and space‖

II.5. Attending lesson. Endangered Animals
Type of lesson: developing skills and abilities
Class: students from class 7th
The topic of the demonstrative lesson was animals which are in danger of extinction. It was an
activity based on speaking and listening skills, mainly. Participants were students from class 7 th
in our school and a group of ten students from partner countries. The teacher showed students
some pictures of different wild animals and asked them to identify the ones which are endangered. Then, they identified the reasons/causes why these animals were endangered. New vocabulary was taught. Students worked individually and in groups to find out solutions for saving
animals.
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Coordinator teacher, Camen Ifrim

Discussions and establishing rules for Etwinning platform and the students‘blog

Coordinator teacher,
Mariana Munteanu– Dulgheru
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II.6. 5th workshop: ―The place where the tales of my childhood were
born‖ – the house of Ion Creangă and The Culture Palace from Iassy
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II.7. 6th workshop: Handcrafts workshop: making Friendship Bracelets

Coordinator
teacher, Mariana
Munteanu and the
students from the
club :We are European citizens‖

A friendship bracelet is a decorative bracelet given by one person to another as a symbol
of friendship. Friendship bracelets are often handmade, usually of embroidery floss or thread and
are a type of macrame. There are various styles and patterns, but most are based on the same simple half-hitch knot. They resemble a friendship that is strong and everlasting.
The amount of thread used in bracelets varies depending on the pattern. The smallest pattern, a double chain knot, requires two strings while the candy stripe can have as 3 or more strings
depending on the desired thickness.
Friendship bracelets first became popular in the United States during the 1970s. As they
are unisex, they are commonly worn by both male and female teenagers and children. They are
now popular throughout the world and are not only popular among teenagers but among the older
generation; they are popular among celebrities as well. Friendship bracelets can be worn on various occasions; for example, they are ideal as a fashion accessory at the beach because they are
made of materials that will not be easily destroyed and with which one can swim freely.
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II.7. 6th workshop. Handcrafts workshop: making High construction, from
food materials
The children were divided into groups of five students and each group received 20 spaghetti, 1 m of adhesive tape and 4 marshmallows.
With the materials received, each team had to make a unique, high construction, which
would withstand vertically. The highest construction had the role of designating the winning team.
During the activity the students collaborated, consulted, found unique solutions to make a
spaghetti and honeycomb construction. They were disciplined during the activity being concentrated and captivated to achieve the highest construction. The difficulty of the construction consisted in establishing its balance and catching the elements with much debate.
At the end of the activity the students were delighted and expressed their admiration for the
work done by them or by other teams. They felt great, they had fun but they were also creative and
original.
Coordinator teacher,
Mariana Muntenaşu
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II.7. 6th workshop: BIOLOGY EXPERIMENTAL GAMES
Attending lesson (for teachers)
How can we observe the epidermis onion cells?
Procedure:
Divide the onion bulb longitudinally with the scalpel and detach a portion of the onion sheet that will
be inserted for a few minutes into the clock glass
containing a few drops of methylene blue. Remove
the section with the tucks and wash it in the crystallizer with water, then place it on the blade, put a
drop of water and cover with another glass microscope slide and see on a microscope.
Conclusions:
Observe elongated onion cells bounded by a cell
wall and a corpuscles that represents the nucleus.
How can air be released through the stomata?
Procedure:
Take a potted plant and pluck a fresh leaf from
it.
Place the leaf into a beaker containing extremely hot water.
Ensure that your handle the hot water with care
or it may burn you.
Observe the bubbles emerging out from the
leaf.
Conclusion
Plant leaves containing oxygen gas released in
the form of bubbles through stomata when
placed in hot water.
This confirms the presence of stomata in leaves
Stomata is a pore found in the epidermis of leaves that facilitate gas exchange.
How do we know if a soil is alkaline or acidic?
Materials list:
-two soil test tubes
-a cup of vinegar
-Sodium bicarbonate
Procedure:
Put the vinegar over the first test tube with soil
and if the bubbles appear, the soil is alkaline.
Mix the second tube with half a cup of water
until a soft paste is obtained, then add half a
cup of sodium bicarbonate. If bubbles appear,
then the soil is acid.
Coordinator teacher, Victoria Ivan and
the students from ―The little journalists‖
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II.8. Seventh workshop: Folk traditions
The students taught each other customs and folk dances under the motto
"we are different but still the same".

Coordinator teacher, Aurelia Juverdeanu and the students from the club
‖Travelling in time and space‖
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II.9. Eighth workshop at ―Vasile Pârvan‖ Museum, Bârlad: Calligrammes
A calligram is a text arranged in such a way that it forms a
thematically related image. It can be a poem, a phrase, a portion
of scripture, or a single word; the visual arrangement can rely on certain use of the typeface, calligraphy or handwriting, for instance along
non-parallel and curved text lines, or in shaped paragraphs. The image created by the words illustrates the text by expressing visually
what it says, or something closely associated; it can also, on purpose,
show something contradictory with the text or otherwise misleading.
Guillaume Apollinaire was a famous calligram writer and author of a
book of poems called Calligrammes.
Visual artist Mirjam Polman makes calligrams in which hundreds, or
even thousands of handwritten words are processed into wall decorations.
Coordinators,
Librarians Manuela Jidănaşu and Valentina Fornea
and the students from ―Ecology club‖
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Calligram about the Eiffel Tower by Guillaume
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II.10. The Little Journalists Club
The international meeting
I think that it was the best experience
in this year. It was so interesting to see
new people from other countries, to
communicate with them and to have
activities together.
For me, this project is a wonderful
experience and an opportunity to meet
new students.
I can't explain in words what I
feel because this project was like a part of me for one week. I am so happy because I'm part of it.
I felt so many emotions like : happyness, fear and more, but it was wonderful. I look
forward for more activities.
My favourite activity was the dances because we all showed a part of our folklore and
tradition.
This is a short presentation of my opinion.
By Daria Matei, 5th class

Diary
1.Monday, at the Cinema
It was the first time I saw all
the children from this project. I
was very excited to meet
everyone and to introduce
myself too. That day every
country presented their cities
and countries. My favourite was
Portuguese presentation.
2.Tuesday,
a.- at the Theatre
Romania presented some
artistic moments about our
tradition.I saw everyone liked
every moment. I was very happy
too.
b.- at school
The Club “Travellers in Time and Space” had a lesson which every one had to contribute. I felt
happy at the moment because it was entertaining and I had the opportunity to work with others.
3.Thursday,
a.- at school
We had some experiments which amazed me. Everyone in the class was curious and I felt happy
to see that.
b.- at the gym
All the countries presented their traditional dance and others had to repeat it. It was funny and
everyone felt great!
By Stefan Malos, 7th class
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A transnational meeting
At this transnational meeting, I had a lot of different feelings. At first, to admit, I was
afraid because I didn‘t think they were so open-minded and I was afraid of the opinion they would
have about me, I didn‘t really trust myself because I was very excited and I didn‘t want to get involved or miss what maybe happened without
realizing it .
When I met them, I totally changed this
way of thinking and I realized that I was wrong
and they‘re just some kids I‘m going to have fun
with and so it was. I have a lot of memories with
them but the best was when we went to dance
and teach each other traditional dances which
was a little harder at first, but it turned into a
fantastic experience with them. The dances were
very interesting and rhythmic. It was very nice
to learn to dance, at least one dance from each
country.
In conclusion I felt very good with them and I would like this experience to repeat.
By Ana- Maria Bucătaru, 7th class

My diary
The week in which our parteners of
Erasmus+ project “The Power of Understanting”
came we had a lot of activites. I participated in a
few of them.
All of our parteners had presentations of
their countries. All of those presentations were
fine.It happened on Monday that week.
On Tuesday of that week we went to the
theatre where every country presented a dance,a
story and even a story helping themselves by
shadows. But the dances have impressed me very
much.There were a few more activities. The only bad thing was that agenda was very busy.
That week was AMAZING! I hope to be more weeks like this!!
By Gabriel Bumbaru, 6th class

Feelings
During the week of the activities I felt
amazing! Every activity was very interesting
and I am honestly so happy that I met a lot of
new people and made new friends from other
countries. I really hope that I’ll get to see
them again because it was a pleasure
spending time with them and because I got
attached to them so fast.
By Dariana Comanescu, 7th class
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Wonderful
meeting

Wonderful
people

Wonderful
moments

Wonderful
feelings

Wonderful
memories
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